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With the Terrible Bushfires in Victoria still burning as this Bully Tin is being compiled, all our
thoughts and prayers go out to those whose
lives have been shattered by this horrendous
tragedy.
All proceeds from the March Muster including additional donations will go to the
Bushfire Relief Fund.
This month, we once again bring you a “Jumbo Version” of the Bully Tin. There has been so much going
on that I was unable to squeeze it all into the normal
eight pages,
Being as this month contains St. Patrick’s Day, we take a few brief looks at
the Irish influence in our Australian
Culture. In early times, the Irish represented the second largest ethnic group
to come to our shores, many of them
as convicts (often political) or as refugees from famine, disease and poverty. Irish immigrants were in the forefront of all aspects of our culture, from famous to infamous.
Even today, some 30% of our population claim Ireland as their major ancestry.
Many of our past Prime Ministers and State Premiers
have an Irish ancestry, along with many other political, social and union activists, sporting people and
those with literary and artistic fame.
Our most well known Irish Poet from past times was
Fr Patrick Hartigan, who wrote under the name of
John O’Brien. This newsletter featured him back at
this time two years ago, and we include 2 poems of
his in this edition. Other familiar literary names of
Irish ancestry include Joseph Furphy (Tom Collins),
Norman Lindsay (the artist) (who claimed a mixture
of Scottish and Irish ancestry) and John O’Grady
(aka Nino Colutta) (we also have a poem from him in
this edition.)
The most infamous Irish Australian was undoubtedly
the bushranger, Ned Kelly, who was the subject of
many a poem.
In Western Australia, C.Y. O’Connor is one of our
more famous colonial people of Irish stock. (along
with the “infamous” Fenian convicts who escaped
“the injustices of the English ruling classes” and
made their way to the U.S.A aboard the Catalpa

THE MEETING
They hadn't met for fifty years, or was it fifty-one ?
They'd parted when their ship arrived their separate ways to run.
The old Baptismal Register back home in County Clare
Held both their names in faded ink, the same day written there.
Together in the parish school they conned the ABC,
Together, too, they went along to join the seminary.
Together in their long white albs with new-anointed hands
They took the yoke and sailed away to work in foreign lands;
Nor did they meet again till now, when, each upon his stick,
Two bony hands are gripped, and Father Pat meets Father Mick.
The spring and summer days have gone, the winter's nearly through,
Says Father Pat to Father Mick, "And here's long life to you."
Says Father Pat, "'Tis fifty years; and how the time has gone."
Says Father Mick, "I think you'll find it's nearer fifty-wan.
"And how's the world been treating you these many summers past?
You don't look one day older, man, than when I saw you last."
"That all depends," said Father Pat, "upon the point of view,
But thanks for them kind words, Mickeen, and here's respects to you.
And how is this and how is that? Now tell me have you heard
From those who took the step with us. I haven't had a word
At all at all, since we came out, from Mat or Tim or Con
These fifty years." Said Father Mick, "'Twill soon be fifty-wan."
But whether it was fifty-one or just the fifty neat
The time went by as time will do when after years we meet:
A kindly fairy flitted in to touch the past with gold,
And two old fogies gazing back forgot that they were old.
The Irish larks were in the skies, the Irish hills were green,
There came the smell of new-mown hay along the old boreen:
Old friends were met, old tales retold again and yet again-"Ho, ho, begob," said Father Mick, "it was a grand world then."
And when at last the parting came and twitching fingers met,
It might have been the wintry breeze, but four old eyes were wet.
Said Father Pat to Father Mick, "A mighty treat it's been;
Now, can't we meet again, and soon? We're getting on, Mickeen-The years are passing overhead, and passing dreadful quick;
Don't wait another fifty." "Fifty-wan," said Father Mick.
John O'Brien

Country Poets
Coming to the City? - 1st Fridays could
see you shine at our Muster. If you are
coming to the big smoke on a muster
night why not come along and be part of
our get together. Give us a bit of notice and you might even find yourself being star act (but only if you want to be).

This Bully Tin has been printed with the generous assistance of the office
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the Federal Member for Swan, Steve Irons M.P.

Scratchings

G’day again members

Whewwwww!!! At last the hectic time is past (almost) and life
can settle down to its normal rush. What with the silly season,
grandkids staying, and then Australia Day, it’s been a very busy
few weeks. All that has to happen now is some creative book keeping to do the acquittals for
the grants that we got to run our Australia Day “Make Time to Talk” 14th annual Bush Poetry Showcase.
Quite a few members and the public have expressed that this was “the best yet” Showcase. With a very appreciative
audience of over 450 and with “Hughie” providing almost perfect weather, it was certainly a great afternoon’s entertainment. I would like to thank all those who helped to present us to the public, both before and during the event. In particular, Grace Williamson, our Vice president who was responsible for arranging both the talent and the overall program.
To the other committee and members who manned (or womaned) our stand, collected donations, did the “meet and
greet” and sold member products, a big thank you. Also to Gordon and Terry, who came along very early with their
ladders and strong arms to help set up everything and to those who helped us very quickly get everything packed away
afterwards. And to the people that everyone came along to listen to, and without whom the show wouldn’t exist, I also
extend my hearty thanks - the 18 poets, musicians Stinger and Dave and our MC who made all the difference to the
show, Dr Peter Harries.
Elsewhere in this Bully Tin, Grace has made comment as to the suitability of a particular poem (but I’m not sure which
one of several) for the event. I have no intention of ever being a censor. Who am I to judge what is or isn’t “proper” I do
draw the line at profanity and consider it totally unacceptable, but as to artistic content, what one person considers inappropriate, others of similar age find highly entertaining. For myself, I have no hang-ups about normal bodily functions or
mild coarse language (nothing as bad as you hear every day on the street) - my pet hate’s are gratuitous violence,
totally irresponsible behaviour and reference to the ‘joys” of illicit drug taking, most of which are illegal and cause much
pain and suffering. Two of the poems which got some comment (though for different reasons) were both by well respected poets and were both award winning poems. If you were one of the very small minority that happened to be
offended by a poem, then I’m sorry, put that one aside and remember the other 38 or so which didn’t offend you.
It was certainly a busy time for poets around Australia Day. The WABP&YS had many requests for performers at various locations, both on the day and in the week prior to and following the 26th. As well as this, many of our members
were contacted directly by the public to do performances. It is great that the word is spreading that we are a part of the
Australian Cultural scene and that our talents are being recognised. One member was certainly pushing it a bit on the
Day, he had a breakfast show at Harvey, popped in to do his bit at Wireless Hill, then drove up the coast for an evening
gig at Cervantes. Several others also did double ups on the day. Well done everyone.
With reference to my request two months ago for some members CDs for use on Heritage Radio 107.3 FM. I’ve still
only had a response from one performer— what price promotion?
Last month I made reference to the possibility of Dot and I being away for at least one newsletter and muster— It’s still
in the “don't know” stage, and though we have had an offer to do the BullyTin and take the trailer, there is still an awful
lot of jobs that no-one knows how to do. Setting up the PA
system, lighting, access to the building, The write up, where
Upcoming Musters
things go— It’s no good waiting until the last minute to offer
March (6th) - Festival of Writers—This will mainly
to lend a hand, you need to be understudying NOW, and
feature poems from Country poets and those writers
that means coming early and being involved ?
who are not performers. If you wish to present your
Well, that’s it again from me—
own poetry, please do the usual thing and inform the
MC so that you can be included in the program
Brian Langley, President.
(remember, first in—best dressed) If you can’t attend, or want someone else to present your poetry,
Please send you poems to The Editor. so it can
be given to a suitable reader to practice . We would
like to hear about availability from a couple more
experienced readers.
MC for the night is Lou Holm
Beware the Ides of March - We have
Tel 9386 1530
goodmate@westnet.com.au
William Shakespeare to thank for attaching
the
stigma
to
the
date.
There
is
in
fact
no
MARCH
April (3rd) - This is currently designated “Guest Artreason at all to beware the ides of March.
15
ist”. We have a musician, poet, storyteller in mind—March 15th is not a day wrapped in superstiGreg Hastings. Greg once described himself as a
tion at all.
Welsh didgeridoo player, teaching Irish folk songs to
It just happened to be the day that some
Australian aboriginals.
Roman senators decided to assassinate their Emperor
Other than Greg, the program will be a typical mus(Julius Caesar).
Ides just means the middle of the month according to the
ter—a mixture of new and experienced performers.—
Roman calendar.
get in early to assure yourself of a chance to strut the
boards.
MC for April will be our Vice President, Grace WilWhat’s on in the Bush? (See also page 8)
liamson Phone 9361 4265
The Northampton Heritage Festival is on 19th - 21st
e-mail
gracewil@bigpond.com
April. I don't know yet when they will have the poetry or if
anyone else has been asked to perform but when I know
Ill pas it on.
Corin Linch
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Walking Different Tracks

Have you considered becoming part of the Western Australian General poetic scene? Maybe if we can get
more than just one or two of our members interested we might be more able to spread the word about OUR
style of poetry
Support WA Poets Inc and join today. For a mere $10 Full Membership or $5 Concession. Membership is from January
1st to December 31st each year.
Membership Benefits:

Your own page on our NEW website www.wapoets.net.au - Poets Database includes short bio, photo, poem,
links to your websites and promotion for your books.

Monthly poetry WAPI bulletin, with information on poetry events and opportunities.

Opportunity to be published in the creatrix poetry e-journal, including the new haiku section (more details
soon).

Opportunity to apply or be invited as guest poets to the WA Spring Poetry Festival.
Go to http://www.wapoets.net.au/pages/membershipform.html or email wapoets@yahoo.com.au
Postal Address: PO Box 684 Inglewood WA 6932
More “Walking Different Tracks” on Page 9

AUSTRALIA DAY POETRY AT WIRELSS HILL
An event like we had on Australia Day does not just
“happen,” there is a lot of preparation and fore-thought before hand. To the tireless work of our President Brian Langley who applied for the many grants to help in the costing,
delivered advertising material to many outlets, to the behind
the scene workers before and on the day, setting up the
mikes, backdrops, flags, stage, folding programmes and
handing them out, and the stall managers. Thank you all.
I would like to thank the M.C. for the day Dr. Peter Harries. I
know Dr. Harries is a professional from way back, but on the
day we had him on a tight schedule which he adhered to,
then when we made up time he so admirably filled in with his
music box and songs. A Big thank you Dr. Peter Harries for
a well run afternoon.
Peter “ Stinger” and his mate Dave opened with gusto and
set the scene for the afternoon with their great music and
songs. Thank you both.
Next my grateful thanks to the seventeen others who performed both Traditional and their Original poetry. The afternoon which could not have happened without you was yours
to promote the many varied poems and you did it so well.
We had many different styles of presentation and in all some
40 poems were recited and mostly enjoyed by all.
There was one poem that I have received many phone calls
about as to it’s suitability for the family orientated occasion.
After this poem it was so disappointing for me to see a
mother take her child and leave. If they had stayed, what a
wonderful lesson in seeing and hearing the other performances.
I feel very strongly, that we who are trying so hard to encourage the young children and young adults to love and learn
the Australian Bush Poetry have a responsibility when we
perform, to choose very carefully the content of the poetry.
What might be suitable in a bar or pub is not suitable for an
occasion like Australia Day.
Perhaps in the future we will have to screen all poetry before
performances.
Grace Williamson
Vice President.

WABP&YS HISTORY
It’s very pleasing that we have had considerable response to our
request for back issues of the Bully Tin— when all of the promised issues have been collected, we’ll collate them and let you
know the ones we are still missing. - If you didn’t see the list , it
was in the Feb 2009 Bully Tin.
Remember
We are also still seeking any other photos, newspaper clippings
or other material which depicts events or personalities of the
WABP&YS.
Currently Treasurer Judith is doing an initial sort of the material
we have, . It has been suggested that a “scrapbooking group”
could be formed to have a monthly get—together to collate and
present what material we have. Interested??? Talk to any of
your executives if you think you could fit into such a group.

SICK LIST
Unfortunately there are a number of our members who are currently on the sick list, a couple quite seriously. As well as this I’ve
heard that at least one other recently sustained a fracture. Without mentioning names (as I’ll undoubtedly miss someone), we
wish them all a speedy and comfortable recovery and hope to
see them back at musters in the not too distant future.

To The Editor— Congratulations to you all on the organisation and presentation of the best yet Australia Day. Many folk said to me that it was the best
yet and I agreed. Wonderful variety of performers and a great variety of
material. Good talent too. The glorious day was an added bonus. No heat
stress this year. Keep up the good work. I feel we are really making a
mark in Perth now.
The publicity was excellent. Sincere best wishes, Lorelie.
And I’ll go on and on floggin’ that same old dead horse
— We STILL DO NEED a Secretary and 2 committee people. There’s got to be SOMEONE willing to do a bit of
work and in so doing gain great personal satisfaction
Hooray!!! Not sure if we’ll get a secretary, but work
commitments allowing, one of our newer members has
expressed an interest in joining the committee—and it’s
a bloke—so I mightn’t be all alone among the ladies for
much longer. Thank you G.H. There’s always room for
willing workers with initiative on our committee.
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Poet from the Past
Edward Dyson was born in 1865 at Morrison, near Ballarat, in Victoria. His
father was an English mining engineer while his mother’s background was
a life of refinement. He was elder brother to Will and Ambrose, both artists
and writers. Edward followed his family around the goldfields of Victoria in
his early years and unconsciously was storing for future use the life of the
miners, farmers and bushmen, among whom he lived. He left school at the
age of 12 to become a hawker, and later a whim boy in the mines of Victoria moving to Melbourne where he worked in a factory for a time before
commencing his literary career . He moved into writing and journalism
while still in his teens and took up the editorship of the Melbourne periodical Life at the age of 21. Throughout his working life he produced vast amounts of poetry, though his metier was
the short story. His first notable work was “The Golden Shanty” which appeared in the Bulletin. His first collection
of verse, Rhymes from the Mines and Other Lines was published in 1896, and was followed by a series of novels
and short story collections. Dyson married a Miss Jackson in 1914 and appeared set for a comfortable life, but an
attack of encephalitis after the 1919 influenza outbreak caused a marked decline in his health and creative output. Edward Dyson died in 1931. he was survived by his wife and a daughter
Some of his poems are: The Auction, Cricket is a Serious Thing, The Happy Flatite (see page 6), Highly Desirable, An Inequitable Impost, Men of Australia, My Typewriter, The Old Whim Horse, Peter Simson's Farm,
Quits, Simple Sister Goes to Sydney, To a Politician, The Weeds, When Beauty is Bald, Wherefore Art Thou
Romeo?"
Why Spring Fell Flat

The extreme weather and its resultant fires and floods in Eastern parts over the past few weeks are not a new phenomena.
If we look back into our poetic and literary past we find reference to many similar events.
The terrible bushfires that have been raging through south
eastern Australia, bringing with them death and destruction
seem to be a repeat of many times in the past, the earliest recorded being the day that has become known as Black Thursday, Feb. 6th 1851, when the temperature in Melbourne
reached 47C and fires all across Victoria, like those recently
causing extensive property and stock loss as well killing many
people.
The following is from the poem “Black Thursday” by Mitchell
Kilgour Beveridge, it was written several years after the event
and published in 1863 in his book “Gatherings among the gum
trees”. I was unable to find out anything about Beveridge except for several poems, some rhyming, others not so. This one
is not rhyming, and therefore is outside of the Bush Poetry genre but it has good rhythm and is extremely descriptive. You can
find the full poem on the internet at
http://australianpoems.tripod.com/fromblackthursday.html
From Black Thursday
Mitchell Beveridge

Yes, I remember, 'Twas in February,
The sun for months had drunk and drunk from earth
It's hidden moisture, till 'Twas cracked and rent
And rendered hard and obdurate as stone.
The grass that grew upon the upland slopes,
And in the gullies 'tween the mighty hills,
The slumbering valleys, and the wide spread plains,
Was sapless as the bark that yearly falls
From off the gum trees, and beneath the foot
It cracked like to pine twigs in the fire.

Day after day, week after week, the wind
Came scorching from his distant desert home
And left no greenness on the earth at all.
The birds upon the trees sat all agape,
And in their voices erst all mirth and song;
There was a sadness pitiful to hear;
The forest, rusty green, with leaves adroop,
As to the blast it bent, groaned to the core;
Inanimate, as well as animate things
Panted for drink, to quench their eager thirst,
For one long draught of heaven's delightful tears!
Warm as the breath of furnace came the wind,
Lifting the withered leaves that scattered lay;
And bore them off in clouds upon its wing,
Till, weary of their cumulated weight,
It let them pattering fall again to earth.
The dogs beside the hut doors panting lay;
Their tongues bedusted, and their wretched eyes
Red with the action of the fevered wind;
And man stood wond'ring much unto himself,
Or saw his neighbour, who, like to himself,
Was big with the same readiness to say,
"Was ever such a day as this before?"
Noon came; but in the room of sitting down
To midday meal and social converse,
Their ears were startled by the cry of fire!
On every side was heard the fearful cry,
On every side was seen the raging flames,
Springing as 'twere from out of the very earth!
Man stood aghast and helpless as a child,
Or hurried with a hastily plucked bough,
Thinking to stay the enemy's career.
Oh madness and delusion! 'twas in vain;
For, soon discomfitted with smoke and flame,
He coughed, and gasped, and wept big tears, which left
A dark spot, for a moment, where they fell.
And then their traces were for ever lost
Amongst the ashes of the burnt up grass.
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In these times of “Political correctness” it’s worth remembering
that Australian Art, Literature and Poetry has almost always contained examples of boundary stretching and thumbing noses at
censorship. Usage of “the Great Australian Adjective” is now so
tame as to not warrant comment, however it’s not that long ago
when it’s use in mainstream publications resulted in a visit from the
law. Here’s an Aussie Classic which you may be familiar with.

PERFORMANCE TIPS
In the past couple of Bully Tins, we have given
some people’s ideas on writing and performance - This month we have the words of Noel
Stallard, the president of the ABPA who gives
us some clues on

Tumba Bloody Rumba

MEMORISING for performance.
When you perform you take your audience to the
realm of the poem with all its action, emotion and
characters. Accurate memorising helps you hold
your audience in this realm until you have finished. When you lose-your-lines you break this
realm of illusion and your audience become focused on you and your pause or confusion rather than on what you have created and while
you might take them back to the poem you can
never really regain the initial impact that you had
created. It is as if you create an illusion, as in a
mirror, reflecting the images you are presenting
and a loss of memory smashes that mirror; and
we all know how hard it is to put those pieces
back together.

.

I was down the Riverina, knockin' 'round the towns a bit,
And occasionally resting with a schooner in me mitt,
And on one of these occasions, when the bar was pretty full
And the local blokes were arguin' assorted kind of bull,
I heard a conversation, most peculiar in its way.
It's only in Australia you would hear a joker say:
"Howya bloody been, ya drongo, haven't seen ya fer a week,
And yer mate was lookin' for ya when ya come in from the creek.
'E was lookin' up at Ryan's, and around at bloody Joe's,
And even at the Royal, where 'e bloody NEVER goes".
And the other bloke says "Seen 'im? Owed 'im half a bloody quid.
Forgot to give it back to him, but now I bloody did Could've used the thing me bloody self. Been off the bloody booze,
Up at Tumba-bloody-rumba shootin' kanga-bloody-roos."
Now the bar was pretty quiet, and everybody heard
The peculiar integration of this adjectival word,
But no-one there was laughing, and me - I wasn't game,
So I just sits back and lets them think I spoke the bloody same.
Then someone else was interested to know just what he got,
How many kanga-bloody-roos he went and bloody shot,
And the shooting bloke says "Things are crook -the drought's
too bloody tough.
I got forty-two by seven, and that's good e-bloody-nough."
And, as this polite rejoinder seemed to satisfy the mob,
Everyone stopped listening and got on with the job,
Which was drinkin' beer, and arguin', and talkin' of the heat,
Of boggin' in the bitumen in the middle of the street,
But as for me, I'm here to say the interesting piece of news
Was Tumba-bloody-rumba shootin' kanga bloody-roos.
John Patrick O'Grady 9.10.1907 - 1981 (aka Nino Culotta)
DID YOU KNOW—while we are all familiar with the name Norman
Lindsay (1879—1969) as both an artist, sculptor and author, few
are aware that he was but one of 5 artistic siblings in the 10 child
Lindsay family. While Norman gained fame for his various talents,
(including his “day job” as artist and cartoonist for the Sydney Bulletin), his siblings Percival, Lionel, Ruby and Ernest were all, at
various times artists and authors of note. Lionel (1874—1961) is
perhaps the next best known. It was he who illustrated many
books of poetry by Banjo Paterson, Henry Lawson, Steele Rudd
and many others of that era. The others too were illustrators, painters and in some cases art
administrators, both Lionel
and Ernest received knighthoods for their services to art.
Norman never received a
knighthood, possibly because
some of his fantasy and life
studies were considered for a
time to verge on obscenity.

This is why memorisation is so important in
presentation. How Then Do You Memorise?
Short and Often.
For most of us this process requires Learn- test
recall- Relearn. The more frequently you get it
right the better chance you have of retaining the
verses. I can only say what helps me and that is
15 to 20 minute sessions. Memorising for an
hour is not very productive.
Use the Same Script.
In the memorising process you will image where
on the page certain events occur particularly at
the top and bottom of pages and this can help
when you are struggling with memory recall. If
you use different scripts you are confusing your
memory banks as to what is where.
Tape Recorder.
A portable tape recorder will enable you to test
your recall and also check it with the original
script. This is very helpful with regards accuracy
in memorisation. Be very strict on yourself with
regards accuracy. You owe it to the poet whose
work you are memorising to recall what he/she
intended not what you fabricate. You will also
find that when you have to make a correction to
what has been incorrectly memorised then the
memory bank is confused as to which is the correct recall.
To a Mirror.
When you believe you "have-it-off" it can help
performing it to a mirror. An audience is a natural
distraction to any speaker especially when what
you are saying is memorised and not being read.
Having to look at an image in the mirror simulates having to have eye contact with an audience. (Cont next page)
(Noel Stallards Notes - Cont from last page)
Practice.
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Generally once you've got it, there is a need to perform it
regularly in varying situations. Different rooms, on the
train, in the yard, waking up, going to sleep. If you can't
recall some line or word then fix it straight away. The
more frequently you get it correct in an audience situation
the more confident you become about performing it any
where, any time. For competition, select at least two
weeks ahead what you intend to perform and perform
these several times a day prior to the comp. You have
enough pressure concentrating on how you are to present without worrying about what you are to present.
We’ll include some other words of wisdom from Noel and
others in future editions—Ed

Australia Day Breakfast – Harvey
The bacon was perfect – a pig sacrificed.
Each chook had donated – the toast was self sliced.
The baked beans and snaggers would not be out done.
Australia Day - Harvey involves ev’ryone.
A volunteer Army, all up since the dawn
had set up the shindig in shade on the lawn.
And with such precision - just brushing the flag,
a dare-devil Noodelup pilot ratbag.
The Singers and musos were cranking red hot.
Two brand new Australians were made on the spot.
Prizes were given for fancy flash cozzies.
Gongs were awarded to most worthy Aussies.

In the past several years, the number of Perthites living
in the city itself, has gone up enormously compared to
what it was just a few years back. People have always
lived in cities which in most cases meant living in Flats Here is a poem about living in a Flat back in the 1920s
from this month’s “Poet from the Past, Edward Dyson.
HAPPY FLATITE by Edward Dyson

We were living in a flat; it was number eighty-three.
At eighty-four the Barleys lived, a fearsome man was he.
He had a wife and numerous kids. We heard then rip and cuss,
Some three feet and a quarter off, across the hall from us.
And when the Barley boys broke out, and ended up in fight,
Or when the Barley baby read the Riot Act at night,
And on their balcony their cat put up an eerie moan,
The fearful Barley family might as well have been our own.
When Barley after parting with some others of the ilk
Came panting up the narrow stairs, and drank our jug of milk,
Then broke out at his missus, and as fiercely answered she –
Where was the great advantage of our marked sobriety?
When Barley bedded early he would shake the common floor
And fill the gulf of night with an intolerable snore,
And people in the other wing at us their bluchers threw –
What good if we slept soft as snow and silent as the dew?
This Barley when unoccupied would fill my study chair,
And utilise much time, and take up space I could not spare,
To tell me of the deeds he’d done, his drinkings deep and vast,
And ladies who had loved him in his sanguinary past.
And Mrs. Barley dropped in – in the morning, as a rule –
And stayed till lunch and chattered like a ladies’ boarding-school.
Then she borrowed bread and onions, and wondered if she might
Leave her little Willie with us. She was going out till night.

Our little flat’s forsaken; we have left St. Kilda road;
We knew not where to go to, and we haven’t an abode;
But no flat in any building that we’d suffered in was worth
The comfort of a camp-out. So we’re flat upon the earth!
“Eddyson”
Bulletin, 3 February 1921, p26

Two poetic wise men, you don’t often see,
came preaching ‘The Gospel of Billy O’Tea’.
Which brought ‘Rain From Nowhere’ – throat lumps and tear
drops,
with breast feeding adults and spaghetti crops.
Nary an eyelid, did either one batter,
as Corin and Wayne, sent truth all-a-splatter.
But one truth remains, despite our yarn-spinning Australia Day passion keeps Harvey winning.
Wayne Pantall 26/1/09.

Dear Editor,
Although our February Muster was a full programme Chris Preece must be congratulated on getting through
it on time, especially being her first time as M.C.
It is also great to have some new writers emerging
Kerry Bowe gave a heart rending performance on her true life
verse so skillfully written and delivered.
Graham Hedley continues his good work with On the Boundary? His satirical verse is also very much up to date and always
an interesting topic.
Teresa Rose with her ditty and guitar added a bit more flavour,
thanking the backstage workers..
For our March Muster I have hopefully persuaded two new writers from Hillarys to attend.
They are Doug Riley and Jem Shortland. They have not performed before so we need to extend a warm welcome.
Looking forward to our next Muster.
Regards- Anne and John Hayes
ABPA Committee At the recent AGM of the ABPA,
the following people were elected:
Pres.
Noel Stallard
Vice Pres.
Frank Daniel
Secretary
Ed Parmenter
secretary@abpa.org.au
Treasurer
Marg. Parmenter
Newsletter Ed. Frank Daniel
editor@abpa.org.au
Website
Andy Schnalle
web@abpa.net.au
W.A. Rep
Irene Conner
iconner21@wn.com.au
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THE KOOKABURRAS
Fall the shadows on the gullies, fades the purple from the mountain;
And the day that's passing outwards down the stairways of the sky,
With its kindly deeds and sordid on its folded page recorded,
Waves a friendly hand across the range to bid the world "good-bye."
Comes a buoyant peal of laughter from the tall, white, slender timber,
Rugged mirth that floods the bushland with the joy of brotherhood,
With the rustic notes sonorous of a happy laughing chorus,
When the kookaburras bless the world because the world is good.
Oh, 'tis good and clean and wholesome when we take the sheep-track
homewards,
And the kindly kitchen chimney flaps its homely bannerets;
All our twigs of effort, shooting golden promise for the fruiting,
Bring a night in peace enfolded that a useful day begets.
Hopeful dreams, their visions weaving, steel our hearts against tomorrow,
And we dare the challenge, strengthened by today's assaults withstood;
Beam the pregnant days before us; and another laughing chorus
Wraps the world in rippling revelry, because the world is good.
Loving eyes to watch our coming, loving arms to twine around us-Tender tendrils, soft and silken, firmer far than iron stay-All our little world upholding, gentle hearts and home enfolding,
And a cheery, friendly neighbour dropping in upon his way:
Mellow joy the soul refreshes with the scented breath of heaven,
With the whispered songs of other spheres, hereafter understood:
Angels keep their sure watch o'er us: and another laughing chorus
Flings a vesper blessing round the world, because the world is good.
J. O'Brien
first time.
Still being Cyclone
season, and with the widespread flooding throughout Queensland we cant let this edition go by
without at least one poem about
them—couldn’t find much, but here’s
a little local one.
CYCLONES
Orson, Alby, Bobby and Jane
Innocent titles for big winds that came
Dressed up as cyclones with furious rain
Unleashing their power on the Pilbara plain
Nor-Wester Australians, those tough pioneers
The squatters and pearlers of those early years
Knew not of the dangers but tasted their fears
When that terrible moaning began in their ears.

But man now has science and can usually tell
When a cyclone is forming, its direction as well,
So look to your lashings, Nor Westers will yell,
And find a safe haven, or be blasted to hell.
Peter Utber 1998
http://www.thecoastalpassage.com/romance.html

Dot’s 2009AUSTRALIA DAY WRAP UP
All I can say is WOW!!! What a fantastic
day!
With the stage set and the decorations
flapping in the wind, we settled down for the afternoon’s
performance.
With so much poetry and yarns going on interspersed
with music and jokes it was a bit difficult to keep track of
individual poems but at a rough count we heard over 40
poems, so THANK YOU to every one of our presenters
and performers. (See the list below for the individual
poets.)
Following the music and songs to get us into the mood,
we opened with the Aussie icons represented by shorts
and thongs, but unfortunately all made overseas.
Our youngest performer then told of our country with its
ragged mountain ranges followed by a salute to the flag.
Stories of the seasons followed with the growing of
wheat, shearing and the wool buyers visit .
We then had a haunting reminder of the very tough
times for the man on the land and his thoughts of ending
this burden. Moving to a lighter note, we were treated to
some laughter with a performer being put off his show
when confronted by a militant breast feeding mum.
Next we had a story of how a kangaroo and an emu
became the best of friends, and then with a love that
comes to and from everyone.
Following were tall tales of heroic deeds, most of which
were very suspect,
We were then given a lesson in riding a bicycle, and
how to conduct yourself when flying in a plane for the

Next were reminders about how to behave when we visit certain
towns, we then visited the ocean with all its beauty.
An old swaggie sitting by the fire reminiscing was followed with suggestions of how to deal with grasshoppers.

Our spaghetti farmers who liked to play football were not forgotten
although one of the members had some explaining to do when he
came home late.
Following a musical interval, we were told how horses and coaches
struggled to bring the people of the outback their supplies, we were
reminded of the pioneer women and their hardships in this difficult
country.
There was then a plea for a certain type wife: how bush justice
solved what to do with a case of partial nudity so that the fishing could
continue and about the bloke who got the mop bucket mixed up with
the outback toilet and suffered terribly.
Next, an old grey horse waiting to be auctioned off caught the eye of a
passing retired drover, then a social comment about our urban aborigines being in the wrong place at the wrong time, and a brief explanation for grandkids of what waltzing matilda means
We then heard how our Italian migrant people find this country somewhat strange, and how we would all be ‘rooned’ if the rain didn’t
come. Then there was homage to a beaut sheilla who looked after
her man, but that sheilla replied with just how many women have
(Cont on Page 9)
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OUR NATIONAL IDENTITY
Many of you are aware that I deplore the influence that the popular media (Hollywood) has had on our culture.
While I am quite comfortable with cultural concepts gradually changing with time, the introduction of (mainly American) television programs has created changes far more rapid than would exist in “natural circumstances”.
I recently saw a packet marked “ANZAC Cookies” . What with this, French Fries (where have all the chips
gone?) , sitting on ones “butt” and our spelling becoming “Microsoft American” (ie color, liter, criticize), I wonder where we go from here.
I was recently sent an article supporting my views, written a couple of years back as part of the 40th anniversary
of the Battle of Long Tan by John Schumann, singer, songwriter and ambassador for the Vietnam Vets. (“God
help me, I was only 19”) It followed on from his release of a CD entitled “Lawson”, songs based on the poetry of
Henry Lawson. (available from the ABC shop) (I have removed some parts of the letter which referred to Government Industrial Relations Legislation which existed at the time). It’s certainly worth a read if you feel as I do -Ed
“So I heard on the radio you and your mates did an album of songs based on Henry Lawson poems.”
Mouth full of beer, I could only nod.

“Mate, I love Henry Lawson,” my drinking mate continued, sipping from his glass. “The Man from Snow River is
one of my favourite poems of his...”
“Yeah, well, actually that was written by Banjo Paterson.” (Once an English teacher, always an English teacher.)
“Yeah? Naah. I always thought it was Lawson. Never mind.”
This recent exchange – and the fact that the Australianisms that pepper my speech are, more often than not, met
with blank, uncomprehending stares, depresses me to the core of my being. As does the dim-eyed apathy with
which we view the demise of our unique and endearing national identity.
It is hardly a matter for national pride but most people can tell you which poor, exploited soul just got kicked out of
the Big Brother House or which wide-eyed, aspirant popstar survived the Australian Idol elimination. But realistically, few of us can distinguish between the work of two of our best-known poets.
I fear that the diminution of our national culture and identity in recent decades has allowed us to forget who we
are, where we came from and where we should be going.
We fondly imagine we are a nation deeply imbued with the ethos of the bush, the beach, egalitarianism and mateship. We like to think we are laconic and ironic and that our unique brand of English sets us apart. Once maybe.
These days, it’s “Hey! Have a nice day” and “Hey! How ya doin’?”. Our children dress like Harlem street gangsters
and listen to their music - which has precisely zero cultural relevance. Many of our own singers still warble away
in an affected, mid-Atlantic accent that has nothing to with the way they speak. The worse thing is that they’re unaware of it.
Being as this is the 40th anniversary the Battle of Long Tan, the signature Australian military engagement of the
war in Vietnam. In this battle, about 108 young Australian soldiers held off approximately 2500 Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese soldiers for over four hours in appalling weather. . Next morning 245 Viet Cong and NVA bodies were found in the battle area. In contrast, 18 Australians were killed and 24 were wounded.
I like to think the Battle of Long Tan bore all the hallmarks of the Anzac tradition – solid mateship and a grim determination in the face of overwhelming odds. It’s worthy of note here that of the 50,000 Australians who served in
Vietnam there were only 6 MIAs. Australians in Vietnam took the view that when it was ‘home time’, everyone got
on the chopper, dead or alive. The number of Australian MIAs (Missing in Action) is in stark contrast to the huge
number of American MIAs.
The rising tide of globalism and the accompanying tsunami of cheap, cultural imports have swamped our national
identity. Our vernacular, our dress, our manner, our way of relating to each other: there is evidence to suggest
that all these things have been either corrupted or diluted to the point where they are beyond recognition. The
cultural flotsam that washes up on our shores - and that we embrace so readily - renders us all but incapable of
prescribing for ourselves the sort of future we want and the sort of people we want to be. We have so little regard
for our own history and heritage that we sit around watching formulaic reality crap on television thinking it’s an
accurate reflection of who and what we are. I despair that we continue to let our Prime Minister tell us what is unAustralian and what is not.
I have no answers. My one consolation is the old Australian proverb:
“The situation is hopeless but not serious.”

What’s on in the Bush?

The Waddi Festival will be on again this year. Featuring Music, Art, Food, Wine and Activities of the district, it
will be held at Waddi Farm, Koonah Rd, Badgingarra (Off Brand Hwy) on Sat Feb 28, Sun Mar 1. There will be
some Bush Poetry. A Poets Brekky on the Sunday morning as well as some short interludes on the Main Stage
during Saturday afternoon /evenings. In past years, Corin Linch has organised the poetry, but this year, as Corin
will be unavailable, it is being organised by our Geralton representative, Catherine McLernon who will be joined
by Brian Langley and Irene Conner.
Phone 9652 9071 for details of Events, Accommodation and Cost,
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(Australia Day Wrap-up cont from page 7) showed the bloke what to do! She then gave us a superb rendition of one of our
most popular traditional poems— not normally done by a woman,
This was followed by our national anthem played on a gum leaf just picked off the ground for that particular moment followed by
words about our appalling apathy to all things and then the dreams of a long lost past of the dances held in an old country hall.
We then heard of our wheat farmers and all the troubles that can be caused by lack of or too much of anything, this was followed
by the drag races ( they’re not a good place to take your new girl friend if you want to impress he).
We sat around the log fire and listened to tales and yarns and after which we heard a tribute to an Irish mother so gentle and caring.
The afternoon finished with a salute to all the unsung horses of our pioneering days and with an explanation as to the way we speak
(or used to speak)
The audience had been treated to some superb talent from amongst our people.
Thanks to all the performers and presenters for a very entertaining day. (in order of appearance)
Musaicians, Stinger & Dave, MC Dr Peter and all 18 poets.
Joshua Th’ng, John Hayes, Corin Linch, Catherine Mc Lernon, Ron Ingham, Bill Gordon, Peter Drayton, Arthur Leggett, Wayne
Pantall
Grace Williamson, Barry Higgins, Rusty Christensen, Rod Lee, Kerry Lee, Keith Lethbridge, Frank Heffernan, Norm Eaton,
Brian Langley

Walking Different Tracks

(Continued from Page 2)

You’ve still time to catch the last couple of shows—

Life mooches on...Fun under the stars with CJ Dennis
Written by CJ

Dennis Scripted and Directed by Hellie Turner

For the first time at Taylor’s Art and Coffee House, kompany M ventures out of the shed for a night of family fun and frivolity,
presenting a dinner show on an outside stage against a moonlit sky. With a delectable gourmet barbecue, patrons are invited to bring along a bottle of wine, and savour the culinary delights and the humerous poetry of C.J. Dennis .
Featuring:
Luke Hewitt, Peter Holland and Leanne Page
At Taylor’s Art and Coffee House,
510 Great Northern Highway, Middle Swan (right next door to Waldecks)
On - February, Thur 12, Fri 13, Sat 14, Fri 20, Sat 21,
Fri 27, Sat 28
Gates open 6:30pm
Tickets: $50 all tickets – Includes show and gourmet barbecue, salad and bread BYO – Dessert and coffee extra
9274 0384 for all bookings
Bookings are essential
Hello again folks,
I have just been notified by the organisers of the 2009 Beechworth Ned Kelly Weekend in Victoria that my monologue Harry Power
and the Boy Bushranger (see blog from 22/03/2007) has been accepted for performance at this years event on 7-9/08/2009.

Naturally, I am very excited, but also somewhat apprehensive since the audience is likely to include Kelly history buffs. I have done
my research though, including spending a night on Power's Lookout, I have also read all the books and watched all the movies,
including the excellent portrayal by Gerard Kennedy in “The Last Outlaw” In my humble opinion however, I am physically closer to
the real thing than Kennedy.
The exact venue (undecided as yet) will be in the vicinity of Beechworth's historic Town Hall, beneath which Harry was lodged in an
especially-built holding cell for the duration of his trial. and in which he was subsequently sentenced to fifteen years hard labour
without probation.
A contingent from Fremantle is already being formed to make the trek across to Beechworth come August.
Cheers, Stinger Nettleton
After the recent devastating fires in Victoria, let us all hope that the venue will still be there.

- Ed

Country Music and Bush Poetry once again will combine with the

Outback Country Music Festival-

Sat & Sunday March 7th & 8th Loads of Music, Entertainment and some Bush Poetry
Lot 10, 569 Armadale rd, Forrestdale starts on Sat evening
Poets brekky sun morning
free camping
free brekky
bring yourr van, tent, swag, chair & drinks
$35 per head
Booking Closes March 5th
9397 0877
Have YOU got something suitable for this column? If so, why not share it here with other members.
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February Muster 2009 - by Dot
What an amazing night. We thought that the ‘crowd’ would be down but there was a late rush and we had about 70 people with
some newies and visitors from other places. Welcome to you all.
Chris Preece was our MC and at her first attempt- in this role did an absolute marvelous job. With some initial nerves and with a
surplus of poets wishing to present she then needed to change the timetable to try and accommodate everyones wishes. Congratulations Chris for a difficult job made to look easy and well done.
Barry Higgins was our first performer and is concerned that the cyclone season is upon us so with Syd Hopkinson’s, “Cockeyed
Bob”, he told of the dreadful sight endangering accident. The only material that can be used to fix it is the leftover from a circumcision— hence the title. The next one was to do with A child known as “Cyclone Denis”. This child was a delinquent and when he
started school the teachers threw their arms up in despair. When a wild cyclone came and the Gascoyne started to flow it was discovered that Denis was floating down the river having struggled and managed to get out of the hessian bag.
With a “Once in a Blue Moon” Trish Joyce told of this lady who, whilst skiing needed to go!! But with trousers down at her knees
she started to slide backwards down the slippery slope. On the plane going home, she sat alongside a bloke with his arm in plaster.
He told her that he had been watching in amazement, a lady slide backward down the slope, had leaned over too far and fallen from
the chair lift
Frank Heffernan is almost becoming a regular up from the country. But these visits are because he and Mary are up seeing medical people, so our hopes are with you both that all will get better soon. With his “It Couldn’t be Done”, he had tackled everything to
only find that it couldn’t be done, and even though he tried again and again he just couldn’t do it. - Ah well!
With apologies to Julie Andrews and a promise that he probably wouldn’t sing he told us of “His Favourite Things”. With prawns on
a Barbie, blue skies and hot sands, footie shorts and sunnies, billy tea, Ice cold beer or a hot cup of capachino - these are a few of
his favourite things.
With Val Read’s “What Grandad had to Say”, Grace Williamson told of the old man gaily prattling on and no one paying attention to
his stories. Where he dreams of ragged mountain ranges and whispering bush land through drought and raging bushfires. He has
a thousand anecdotes of how he pushed the cattle, the bullock teams and the camel trains. So we who never listen will hang our
heads in shame as all these wonderful stories disappear.

With some costuming changes John Hayes appeared as a Mr Sandy Blight, with a yarn about John Howard’s government decree
for farmers in extenuating circumstances. It seems that the spaghetti growers of Pasta Ville were asking for Government help due
to the downturn in production because of the destruction of the Macaroni trees, (known as ‘dumb dog trees’ as they had no bark!)
The consequences of this lead to the destruction of the ravioli shrubs, and the grubs that lived in them. Now it is suggested that
they use their noodles and diversify.
Caroline Sambridge performed her “Birthday Blues” with out her words, congratulations . She is having her Birthday but has to go
to the dentist where he drills without anesthetic. although feeling much better when it was done, she got a fright when the bill arrived.
Milton Taylors’ “Wrong Turn Down Memory Lane” done by Rod Lee had quite a few of us thinking that could well be me if… A son
watches as his Father restlessly combing his mind while trying to find the reason why the Nurse is leading him to his chair. He
watches as the old man struggles with his memories. There seems nothing but dead ends. But the son will call up these good
memories and he will remember the good times.

Michael Flanders and Donald Swann (1960’s British satirical and comedy duo) had song with the refrain Mud Mud Glorious Mud;
Graham Hedley had a poem about our Prime Minister and how he dived in without often thinking about the consequences of his
actions therefore the refrain but using “Rudd” as the refrain. Hmmmm not a fan of Mr. Rudd perhaps?
Brain Langley followed with a poem of his called “Moore River Blues (Revisited)” about our little patch of heaven, Written at 3 different times, the first describes the fishing and bird life at this wonderful place. The second part was of the possible consequences
and was written when a huge development was planned for the south bank of the river fronting right on the river on one side and the
ocean on the other. He then added the final part when the development plan was knocked back with the hopes that this urban
sprawl will not go ahead.
As we all know Kerry Lee’s love of animals and particularly horses often leads her to horse type poems. Edward Dyson’s “The Old
Whim Horse” is no exception. This old grey horse with tired eyes lifts his head sadly and wonders why the whim is still. He had
worked by day and knew his shift and knew the cries of the boys down below. But now if is still with the shaft broken and abandoned timbers while the company waits for the market to improve. Suddenly the old grey horse hears the sounds of the old drum
creaking and sees the lights and hears the noise of the stamper. He takes up the stain and works his shift again then as he hears
the voices he stumbles and slowly sinks to the ground. All that is left is the bleached bones as a silent tribute. This is definitely a 3
hankie poem!!!
Welcome to a visitor from Val Leashman Foundation Festival of Yarns in Bunbury. Sharon Kennedy, came to give us some early
info about the festival in October and to listen and see just what we Bush Poets do, as a means to perhaps inviting some down to
perform.
After a lovely supper, with most of our audience wanting cups of tea our “lovely ladies in the kitchen” (see Teresa Rose’s tribute
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song later in this wrap up) were run off their feet!
Hadley Provis was our Reader of the Classics tonight with “Bygone Jack and the Trooper” by John Manifold. Evidently a ‘true’ story of this gentleman bushranger who was always on the lookout for easy money and didn’t mind a bit of cattle stealing and selling
after he had altered their brands. But he couldn’t stay away from a beautiful horse, branded or not. When he just took one to ride
the Trooper gave chase but fell off when crossing the river. Clinging dearly for life to a tree stump, he still called on Jack to “stand’.
But Jack instead of riding away threw him a bag to keep him afloat.
With some of his quirky stories Bob Chambers told us that there are at least 50 ways to cook mutton, although the shearing cook
knew 82 different ways. There was some advice about how to capture an octopus, the ambulance being used to ferry kegs of beer
and the fixing of a planes’ drooping wing to help it fly better.
With her heart well and truly out in the open and tears very close by, Kerry Moriconi (Bowe) told of her anguish in “My Trudy”. This
poem of a mother’s love of a beautiful daughter who bought joy and happiness to everyone until she went away and got caught up in
that descending hell of drugs. The personality changes that became evident and the pain to her Mother as she reaches down her
Mothers’ throat and pulls out her heart. But no more will she grieve her life away as its time to move on and try and live her life even
though they will always be attached, as they are kin!! Kerry this poem touched such a lot of people including Brian and myself as
we too have a daughter with the same problems. Thank you for having the courage to put these very strong feelings into words and
allow us to hear those words and in some way bring comfort and some hope for closure to others and us.
It seems that Barry Higgins is worried that the cyclones that are coming are going to do terrible things to the chooks, as in Syd
Hopinson’s “Gale Force Wind”. When people are battling the fierce winds, nobody worries about the chooks. They need to stand in
certain ways because when they try to lay an egg the wind could blow it back up from whence it came.
With Henry Lawson’s “Scots of the Riverina” Grace Williamson had another tear jerker for the night, when the lad cleared out from
the farm. The old man scratched his name from the family Bible and burned his letters. The years passed, the boy enlisted but still
his name must not be mentioned. The boy visited one last time before he went to War, but his father’s back was still turned. The
boy was killed in Flanders but the old man didn’t waver. As the light of the day grew dim the old man put his head down on the
table and died but under his outspread arms the bible opened on a name rewritten there.

Rod Lee has an Aunty Pearl (along with a couple of memory lapses) who drives her souped up FJ wild and free until she becomes
a suburban housewife. After the hubby died, along with her friend Pauline they take off in the camper van and head for the
sou’west. Not to be outpaced by smaller cars, Pearl floors the accelerator, and soon finds herself passing the chequered flag at the
rally’s end.
Next, with her own “Not the Man He Used to Be”, Trish Joyce told of the man no longer in his prime and life’s little pleasures all
dried up. When a TV ad claimed all sorts of miracles he stood up and placed his hands on his manhood. His wife was most disparaging as she told him it was a cure for the sick not to raise the dead!
Graham Hedley draws his inspiration from other poets. “On the Boundary” (after Barcroft Boake) he tells of the “sub” who stands
on the boundary rope during the games of cricket. Sometimes the ball comes his way but there is not a lot to do on the boundary
rope. He gets to chat to the local fans and sometimes is asked for an autograph. As the day is growing dim he realises that the
team has headed for the showers and left him standing on the boundary rope.
Kerry Lee with “Stan” tells of the bloke who will never be the same after going to Gascoyne Junction in the Winnebago where the
locals played a trick on him by sitting sheep in the seats of the jeep while they drove, hiding under the dashboard. With the local
copper in on the joke, he tells them to watch out for jeep stealing sheep. Jill and Stan headed back to Perth and Jill keeps Stan’s
medication topped up because he is a nervous wreck.
With Thomas E Spencer’s “How Mc Dougall Topped the Score”, Ron Ingham tells of the cricket match where the final batter had a
huge task ahead to win. But this was McDougal and his well trained dog. who at the command, picked up the ball and hid, allowing
McDougall to get the 50 runs needed. Only then did the dog give up the ball.
John Hayes favorite poet Henry Lawson wrote “Faces in the Street” when he saw the people walking past him while he sat in his
office. This endless tramp of feet of the people, despair and wretchedness written on their faces, as they sought for jobs and money.. Without hope of salvation these were the people who went to fight a war and came back to poverty.
With a guitar and a just written words (the tune was a familiar one “Botany Bay”) Teresa Rose had a tribute to the workers for the
Bush Poets With the chorus “…to the ladies in the kitchen, and the ladies at the door, and those hard working fellas , who put the
gear out on the floor. She reminded all of us that there is always just a few people who do all the work, From us few hard working
‘fellas’ THANK YOU for your terrific song.
Brian Langley finished the programme. He had been very strict with himself and written some short poems for a competition—with
just eight lines allowed he told us about the grandkids inheritance and because they don’t visit anymore we are going to spend it.
because we’ve inherited their selfishness from them so we’ll go on a holiday and spend it all on ourselves.
For his second, “I Wonder Why” he reminded us about this new word “sustainability” . When we were younger there used to be
heaps of fish, so many that you needed a freezer truck to carry them all back to your home. But now there doesn’t seem to be very
much and we are left to wonder why.
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Committee Members—WA Bush Poets & Yarn Spinners 2008—2009
Brian Langley
Grace Williamson
Vacant
Judith Jowett
Edna Westall

President
V. President
Secretary
Treasurer
Amenities

9361 3770
briandot@tpg.com.au
9361 4265
gracewil@bigpond.com
Consider putting YOURSELF here

Trish Joyce
Noreen Boyd

Committee
9493 1995
Library
9472 1384
There is room for YOU here

9364 1699
9339 3028

ewestall1@bigpond.com )

Members please note— Please contact any of the above committee members if you have any queries or
issues you feel require attention

 Upcoming Events 
Please let the editor know if you are aware of any event which might be of interest to the general membership
Feb28
Mar
Mar
Mar

Mar 1
6
8
18

Mar
19-22
April 3
April 19-21
May 1
May 3
June 5
July 3
August 7

Waddi Festival
Waddi Farm Badgingarra Music, Bush Poets 9652 9071
WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium, Bentley Park
“Festival of Writers
Outback Country Music
Armadale Rd, Forrestdale 9397 0877 - see page 9
Henry Lawson Literary Awards—Poetry, Short Stories & Performance (Entries Close) PO Box 235 Gulgong NSW,
henrylawsongulgong@yahoo.com.au
John O'Brien Festival
Narrandeera NSW www.narrandera.com.au/
WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium, Bentley Park
Guest Artist—Greg Hastings
Heritage Festival
Northampton
WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium Bentley Park - Short Poetry Competition
Poets in the Park
McDougall Park (Sth Perth)- 2—5pm
( 3 or 4 Poets needed )
WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium Bentley Park WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium Bentley Park - AGM
WABP&YS Muster
Auditorium Bentley Park -

Oct
Nov

Festival of Yarns
Poets in the Park

18
15

Bunbury District (details later)
Pioneer Park Gosnells 2-5pm (tentative)

Regular events - Albany Bush Poetry group

4th Tuesday of each month

Peter 9844 6606

Do you want to be part of the National Scene — Then you might consider joining the Australian Bush Poets Assn
www.abpa.org.au Annual membership $30 payable to Treasurer Margaret - Membership year has just started.

Muster MCs and Classics Readers are always needed Please Contact Vice Pres—Grace

Don’t forget our website
www.wabushpoets.com

Country Poets -Is there anything poetic going on in your neck of the woods.
If so, why not drop us a line and tell us about it
Members—Do you have poetic products for sale? If so please let the editor know so you can be added to this
list
Members can contact the poets via
the Assn. Secretary or visit our website www.wabushpoets.com Go to
the “Performance Poets” page

Members’ Poetic Products

Rod & Kerry Lee
Arthur Leggett

Address correspondence for the
Bully Tin to:

As we still don’t have a secretary, Address all
other correspondence to either the President
(address as for the Editor) or the Vice Pres.
WA Bush Poets & Yarn Spinners
13 Getting St, Lathlain, 6100
e-mail gracewil@bigpond.com

Address Monetary payments to:

The Editor “Bully Tin”
86 Hillview Tce, St. James 6102
e-mail briandot@tpg.com.au

Victoria Brown
Peter Blyth
Rusty Christensen
Brian Gale
John Hayes
Tim Heffernan
Brian Langley

CD
CDs, books
CDs
CD & books
CDs & books
book
books &
laminated poems

CDs
books,
inc autobiography
Keith Lethbridge
books
Corin Linch
books
Val Read
books
Caroline Sambridge book
Peg Vickers
books

The Treasurer
WA Bush Poets & Yarnspinners
3 - 10 Gibson St, Mt Pleasant 6153
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